
ARRMA 4x4’s are packed with power and �lled with features!
Pages 4 – 5
 
RealFlight 8 – Get full immersed in the world of RealFlight!
Pages 6 – 7
 
Flitt Flying Camera takes sharing photos on social media to a 
new level!
Pages 8 – 9

PLUS:

R A D I O  C O N T R O L   •  N O V E M B E R  2 0 1 7G R E A T  P L A N E S  M O D E L  D I S T R I B U T O R S

®

Granite and Fazon Voltage Series
Pages 2-3

G E N E R A L  H O B B Y   •   N O V E M B E R  2 0 1 7G R E A T  P L A N E S  M O D E L  D I S T R I B U T O R S

Plastic models for all ages and interest
Pages 2 – 14
 
Dunecraft Slime
Page 14
 
EuroGraphic  puzzles – Colorful jigsaw puzzles for all 
ages and skill levels
Page 15

PLUS:

Red Nova™
Pages 2

Click for Radio Control
Click for General Hobby
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BUILT FAST, BUILT TO LAST!

❚ Ergonomic ATX101 2.4GHz radio system with waterproof ADS-5 SRS 70 oz.-in. 
torque servo

 ❚ 3-in-1 power system with MEGA 20T 540 motor, MEGA SRS ESC and receiver

 ❚ Two Li-Ion batteries included – boost run times by adding up to four more Li-Ion 
batteries, or add a 6-cell NiMH battery or a 2S LiPo pack

 ❚ Li-Ion wall charger

 ❚ dBoots tires

 ❚ Tough multi-spoke wheels

 ❚ Oil-�lled shocks

Your path to power begins with 1/10, 2WD GRANITE and FAZON VOLTAGE MEGA SRS 
RTRs. They arrive ready-to-run out of the box with all the toughness and speed you can 
handle. Rookie, Intermediate and Pro settings let your practice your skills at your own pace. 
Two Lithium-Ion batteries are included, but you can maximize your run time by adding up 
to four more batteries. With the GRANITE and FAZON VOLTAGE, ARRMA makes it easy for 
you to double – or even triple – your off-road fun.

ARAD10**  1/10 GRANITE VOLTAGE MEGA SRS 2WD EP RTR
Length: 16.5 in (418 mm)
Width: 13.4 in (340 mm)
Height: 7.4 in (188 mm)
Weight: 3.8 lb (1.75 kg)

ARAD11**  1/10 FAZON VOLTAGE MEGA SRS 2WD EP RTR
Length: 15.8 in (401 mm)
Width: 12.8 in (325 mm)
Height: 5.9 in (151 mm)
Weight: 3.5 lb (1.6 kg)

Both Require: (4) AA batteries

1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Monster Truck

1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Off-Road  Truck

®

AN INDUSTRY FIRST!
Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase 
your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries—
or drop in a 6-cell NiMH or 2S LiPo pack! 

5-9 minutes run-time with 2 Li-Ion batteries, 

10-18 minutes with 2 additional Li-Ion batteries,

15-27 minutes with 4 additional Li-Ion batteries,

4-8 minutes with 6-cell NiMH battery,

8-22 minutes with 2S LiPo battery

Note: run times are dependent on driving conditions, driving style and battery age.

The unique cradle 
design makes it easy 
to quickly change 
between different 
battery types.

batteries, or add a 6-cell NiMH battery or a 2S LiPo pack

Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase 
your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries—your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries—your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries— 5-9 

minutes

10-18 

minutes

15-27 

minutes

5-9 

minutes

8-22 

minutes

run-time

run-time

run-time

run-time

run-time

Long story short...

From the Experts:
VOLTAGE RTRs combine basher DNA and ARRMA ingenuity to 
create the ultimate entry-level off-roaders!

Upgradeable power and ready-to-run versatility 
make these VOLTAGE RTRs perfect for drivers of 
all skill levels.
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RUGGED. UNSTOPPABLE. 100% HARDCORE

ARAD60**   1/10 GRANITE 4x4 MEGA EP RTR
Length: 16.9 in (429 mm)
Height: 7.7 in (196 mm)
Width: 13.5 in (342 mm)
Wheelbase: 11.3 in (287 mm)
Weight: 6.5 lb (2.9 kg)

ARAD61**   1/10 SENTON 4x4 MEGA EP RTR
Length: 22 in (558 mm)
Height: 8.2 in (208 mm)
Width: 11.7 in (298 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.9 (327 mm)
Weight: 6.3 lb (2.9 kg)

Both Require: (4) AA batteries

®

Fast and fully equipped, 2S LiPo-compatible SENTON and GRANITE 4x4 MEGA RTRs arrive ready-to-bash in all terrain. A 
MEGA 12T motor makes it easy to reach maximum speeds. Waterproof electronics make them ready-to-run in any type of 
weather. dBoots Fortress tires make it possible to conquer any surface. The included Tactic TTX300 transmitter delivers the 
ultimate in precise control. Just add 4 AA batteries and get bashing.

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Monster Truck 1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Short Course Truck

 ❚ The �rst 1/10 4WD vehicles from ARRMA

 ❚ Tactic TTX300 2.4GHz 3-channel transmitter 

 ❚ MEGA 12T brushed 550 motor

 ❚ Electronics module with MEGA 35A ESC, ADS-5 
steering servo and Tactic TR326 receiver 

 ❚ Easy-access drivetrain  

 ❚ Fixed length upper links

 ❚ Servo horn with built-in servo saver

 ❚ Power module with pinion indicators

 ❚ Internal metal diff gears

 ❚ 8.4V 7-cell 2400mAh NiMH battery

 ❚ ADC-N7 7-cell NiMH wall charger

 ❚ dBoots Fortress tires

 ❚ Multi-spoke wheels

 ❚ Oil-�lled shocks

 ❚ Extended height dirt defenders

 ❚ Full set of ball bearings

Long story short...

From the Experts:
There’s tough…and then there’s ARRMA tough. These new 1/10 
MEGA 4x4 RTRs mean business, whether you take them on-road 
or off-road.

Packed with power and �led with features, 
1/10 MEGA 4x4 RTRs are the season’s best 
bets for bashing.
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YOU ASKED. REALFLIGHT 8 
DELIVERS!
They’re back...all the game-changing functions and features that have made RealFlight your #1 RC �ight sim 
for nearly 20 years. New RealFlight 8 picks up where edition 7.5 left off. It uses the same computer system 
requirements and offers new capabilities, more convenience, and the most authentic �ying and visual 
experience yet!

 ❚ Virtual Reality Compatible — It’s a RealFlight �rst! RF8 breaks down the 
wall between you and your simulation. Just plug in your VR set and you’re 
fully immersed in the world of RealFlight! RF8 is compatible with popular 
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive virtual reality sets (available separately).

 ❚ More Controller Options— You can �y with any version of InterLink 
controller hardware, or use a game console controller you may already have

 ❚ Simpli�ed Software Interface — Menus are now more intuitive, so you 
can be up and �ying faster 

 ❚ Improved Editing Software— The AccuModel aircraft editor now accepts 
even detailed, high-de�nition models

NEW!

RealFlight 8 Software Only — GPMZ4558

Also offers these popular features:
 ❚ Unparalleled RealPhysics with enhanced drone physics
 ❚ Multiplayer combat — challenge the best pilots in the world
 ❚ Onscreen camera controls and Heads-Up Display
 ❚ Night �ying, water takeoffs and landings, and much more

RealFlight 8 InterLink Edition — GPMZ4550

Also includes the Interlink controller:
 ❚ Exclusive Reset/Rewind button for replaying victories or 

reversing crashes  
 ❚ Easy operation of most simulator functions right from   

the controller
 ❚ 10-channel capability for effortless control of…everything
 ❚ Built-in sliders to zero-in drone cameras for the best shots

Experience the new RealFlight 8.
Visit real�ight.com!
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FLITT FLYING CAMERA

HCAE11** Flit Flying Camera
Size: 5.7 x 5.6 x 1.3 in open 5.7 x 1.4 x 1.3 in closed (145 x 141 x 
32mm open 145 x 36 x 32mm closed)
Weight: 4.1 oz (115g)
Wi-Fi range: 65 ft (20M)
Flying range: 65 ft (20M)
Flight time: 7-9 minutes
Camera: 1.3MP, 720P video

Flitt uses optical positioning so you can get stable pics indoors 
or out. It’s equipped with three �ight modes to tailor every �ight 
to your comfort level. Built-in photo modes maximize your 
snapping ease. Sel�e mode keeps you center frame no matter 
where your adventure takes you. Scenery mode gets shots of the 
surrounding environment. Quick, easy, safe; �y, shoot, share! 

Features:

 ❚ Slim, easily portable �ying camera that �ts in a pocket

 ❚ Super fast start up—�y in 30 seconds!

 ❚ 3, 5, 10, and 15 photo burst modes

 ❚ Instant share options

 ❚ Optical �ow orientation control for easier �ights 
without GPS

 ❚ Barometer-controlled altitude hold

 ❚ Auto takeoff and auto land

 ❚ LED status indicators

 ❚ 3.7V, 900mAh battery with simple USB charge adaptor

 ❚ Auto land safety features for loss of power and out of 
range conditions

 ❚ Emergency quick land button

™

FLY. SHOOT. SHARE.

With its easy-folding rotor arms, the Flitt can go from �ying 
to folded and off to the next location in just moments.

Long story short...

From the Experts:
With burst and single shot settings for stills, plus video, Flitt is 
ready to capture the moment however and wherever you want. 
Plus, the app is intuitive and easy to use. One touch launches 
the drone and gets it in position for the perfect sel�e. One touch 
brings it back in for a landing.

Fly. Shoot. Share. With Flitt, a �ying camera that 
�ts in your pocket. The Flitt �ying camera and 
app are like having your own personal red carpet 
photographer on demand all day every day. It’s 
small, innovative, and designed for fun.
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UNCOMPROMISING SPEED AND STYLE
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Nothing can prepare you for the 70+ mph speeds you’ll experience with the ultra-sleek, low-CG TALION 6S BLX! The 
redesigned front end is lower and sleeker, dramatically reducing drag while boosting top-end speeds. The updated 
suspension is optimized for on-road speed runs, yet it’s equally at home going off-road. Electronics have been moved 
closer to the back of the vehicle for superior stability. When it comes to blistering speeds out of the box, there’s nothing 
else like the TALION 6S BLX!      

INCLUDES:
 ❚ Ready-To-Run TALION 6S BLX Electric Speed Truggy

 ❚ Tactic TTX300 2.4GHz 3-channel radio

 ❚ Tactic TR326 2.4GHz 3-channel receiver

 ❚ BLX 4074 2050kV brushless motor

 ❚ Waterproof BLX185 brushless ESC

 ❚ Waterproof ADS-15M metal gear steering servo

 ❚ Heavy-duty drivetrain

 ❚ Anodized aluminum chassis

 ❚ Adjustable oil-�lled shocks

❚ Drag-reducing black anodized aluminum shock towers

 ❚ Aerodynamic body with dirt de�ector

❚ Multi-element high downforce wing

 ❚ Suspension with 78 mm of wheel travel

❚ dBoots Katar multi-terrain tires

 ❚ Turbo-fan wheels

❚ Two XT90 battery connectors

ARAD88RL    1/8  TALION 6S BLX Red/Black 4WD EP RTR
Length: 21.7 in (550 mm)
Width: 16.2 in (412 mm)
Height: 7.1 in (180 mm)
Weight: 8.8 lb (4 kg)
Requires: Two 2-3S LiPo batteries, charger and 4 AA batteries

1/8 Scale 4WD Electric Speed Truggy

®
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®

DIDC0080 1/18 Scale RTR Electric 4WD Monster Truck FPV Pack
Length: 10.5 in (266 mm)
Width: 7.8 in (198 mm)
Height: 4.6 in (117 mm)
Requires: nothing!

DIDC0081 1/18 Scale RTR Electric 4WD Rally Car FPV Pack
Length: 10.9 in (277 mm)
Width: 5.1 in (130 mm)
Height: 4.25 in (108 mm)
Requires: nothing!

   Many shops have successfully capitalized on FPV drone 
racing’s popularity by holding their own events for hobby 
versions. You can put a fresh spin on car fun with FPV, 
too. Start a racing program featuring these Dromida 1/18 
scale vehicles.
   Their high-quality, no-latency FPV cameras are perfect 
for fast competition. A thrilling course takes just a small 
amount of space. Even non-hobbyists can join in. Give it 
a try in your store!

 ❚ Ready-To-Run 1/18 Scale Electric 4WD Monster Truck & Rally Car FPV Packs

 ❚ FPV Packs come with a Tactic™ monitor and goggles — watch the action from your vehicle’s point of view!

 ❚ On-board video camera and 5.8GHz video transmitter are already installed

 ❚ Choose the unstoppable Monster Truck or asphalt-shredding Rally Car

 ❚ Each comes with a high-capacity NiMH battery, USB charger and 4 AA batteries

 ❚ Completely assembled and ready to run: nothing to buy, nothing to build

Ready-To-Run 1/18 Scale Electric 4WD
Monster Truck & Rally Car FPV Packs

❚ Installed Torque 370 motor 

 ❚ Rugged, reliable 4WD system 

 ❚ Waterproof electronics 

 ❚ Tough gear differentials 

 ❚ Adjustable Big Bore oil shocks 

❚ High-traction tires 

 ❚ Front/rear bumpers 

 ❚ Friction-�ghting ball bearings

These vehicles are built for non-stop 
bashing and racing fun!
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RIDE INSIDE WITH FIRST PERSON VIEW

You get all this with your Dromida FPV vehicle!

Each RTR FPV Pack includes Tactic FPV gear — FPV-RM2 5.8GHz 
LCD monitor, FPV G-1 Goggles, 600TVL FPV camera and 25mW 
40-channel, 5-band 5.8GHz video transmitter.

Each RTR FPV Pack includes Tactic FPV gear — FPV-RM2 5.8GHz Each RTR FPV Pack includes Tactic FPV gear — FPV-RM2 5.8GHz 

Use FPV racing to sell more cars!
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Long story short...

From the Experts:
When your model airplane spans 8 feet, you know all 
eyes will be watching! The Giant Big Stik XL doesn’t 
disappoint, exhibiting an impressive power-to-weight 
ratio and great sport performance with gasoline or 
electric power.

It’s the popular, proven Stik like you’ve 
never seen before, in a giant, “XL” size that 
commands attention at the �eld!

GPMA1225 Giant Big Stik XL 55-61cc/EP Sport Plane ARF
Wingspan: 96.5 in (2451 mm)
Wing Area: 2029 in² (130.9 dm²)
Wing Loading: 20-24 oz/ft² (61-73 g/dm²)
Weight: 18-21 lb (8165-9525g)
Length: 85 in (2159 mm)
Requires: 5-6 channel radio with 7 servos (GP) or 6 servos (EP); 55-61cc gas engine 
OR 80-85-160kV RimFire 65cc electric motor, 160A ESC and one 12S (or two 6S) 
5000mAh LiPo batteries and charger

 ❚ Incorporates everything that has made the Big Stik a 
�yer’s favorite, with the added stability and visibility of a         
96.5” wingspan

 ❚ Whether you choose a gas or electric power system, you’ll 
have plenty of power for predictable sport �ying, and both 
are easy to install

 ❚ Lots of preassembly means you can get to the �eld sooner

 ❚ Transportation to and from the �eld is made easier with the 
two-piece wing that connects with a joiner tube

 ❚ The large hatch removes quickly for easy LiPo battery 
changes or access to the fuel tank

TAKING THE CLASSIC STIK 
TO NEW DIMENSIONS

Almost-Ready-to-Fly 55-61cc/EP Sport Plane

Giant-scale proportions accentuate the 
Giant Big Stik XL’s unmistakable looks 
and smooth �ying characteristics.

®
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INCLUDES:
 ❚ Ready-To-Run TYPHON 6S BLX Electric Speed Buggy

 ❚ Tactic TTX300 2.4GHz 3-channel radio

 ❚ Tactic TR326 2.4GHz 3-channel receiver

 ❚ BLX 4074 2050kV brushless motor

 ❚ Waterproof BLX185 brushless ESC

 ❚ Waterproof ADS-15M metal gear steering servo

 ❚ All-new adjustable oil-�lled shocks with 4 mm shafts 
boost durability

 ❚ Shares the battery tray and receiver box with the 
OUTCAST 6S

 ❚ New, larger radio box

 ❚ Stiffer servo mount

 ❚ Stronger bulkheads, and front arms

 ❚ Stronger front and rear chassis braces

 ❚ New, more aggressive body design with new blue and 
silver paint scheme

 ❚ New, multi-element wing for increased downforce

 ❚ Shock cap protectors

 ❚ Heavy-duty drivetrain

 ❚ Anodized aluminum chassis with composite side pods

 ❚ All-metal diff outdrives and gearbox internals

 ❚ Steel driveshafts throughout

 ❚ dBoots Exabyte multi-terrain tires

 ❚ Two XT90 battery connectors

Whether you take it to the racetrack or a mud-covered course, the TYPHON is the buggy that means business. The 
BLX4074 2050kV brushless motor and BLX185 ESC deliver blistering power, especially when they’re paired with two 3S 
LiPo batteries. dBoots Exabyte tires on multi split-spoke wheels get you where you need to go, regardless of condition. 
Whether you appreciate its speed, strength or performance, the TYPHON is the basher that can’t be beat.

ARAD80BS   1/8 TYPHON 6S BLX Blue/Silver 4WD EP RTR
Length: 20.1 in (510 mm)
Width: 12.2 in (310 mm)
Height: 7.7 in (195 mm)
Weight: 7.5 lb (3.4 kg)
Requires: Two 2-3S LiPo batteries, charger and 4 AA batteries

1/8 Scale 4WD Electric Speed Buggy

THE SPEED BUGGY WITH 
60+ MPH PERFORMANCE

®
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 ❚ A sport scale replica of the famous airplane that 
trained thousands of pilots for combat duty in WWII

 ❚ Designed for fast, easy �nal assembly to get you in 
the air faster 

 ❚ The ailerons are operated by individual servos with 
short, direct linkages, which allows for �ne-tuning 
aileron and �aperon mixing

 ❚ A large, easy-to-remove hatch makes for quick 
access to the fuel tank or LiPo batteries

PILOT A HISTORY-MAKING PLANE

GPMA1212 PT-19 .46 GP/EP Sport Scale ARF
Wingspan: 56.5 in (1435 mm)
Wing Area: 536.7 in² (34.62 dm²)
Weight: 80-88 oz (2.3-2.5 kg)
Wing Loading: 21.5-23.6 oz/ft² (65.5-72 g/dm²)
Length: 46.2 in (1173 mm)
Requires: 4-5 channel radio, 4-5 servos, 13x8E propeller and, .46-.55 
cu in (7.5-9.0 cc) two-stroke or .70 cu in (11.5 cc) 4-stroke engine OR 
Rim�re .32 42-50-800kV brushless outrunner motor, 75A ESC and 
4S 3000-4000mAh LiPo battery

Almost-Ready-to-Fly .46 GP/
EP Sport Scale Plane

Long story short...

From the Experts:
If you’ve mastered a trainer, then the PT-19 is a step up 
in performance, combined with a military appearance. 
Experience predictable �ight characteristics in the air, 
and admiring looks on the tarmac.

The PT-19 was known as the “Cradle of 
Heroes”, and now you can �y a sport scale 
model of this famous aircraft.

®

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Powder-coated 3 mm steel ladder frame chassis 
offers multiple suspension con�gurations 

 ❚ All feature a 550 motor, waterproof LiPo-ready 
Hex�y ESC, RCR-2C 2.4GHz radio system, metal 
gear servo, aluminum oil shocks, 6-cell NiMH 
battery and charger

 ❚ Licensed Interco Super Swamper tires with foam 
inserts on scale 1.9” steel beadlock wheels

 ❚ PRO models add a body tilt system,  a roof rack 
with scale accessories, a functional spare tire, CVD 
front axles, aluminum-bodied shocks, roll cage       
and more

 ❚ All require 8 AA batteries

 ❚ Twin channels for simultaneous dual 100-50,000mAh     
battery charging

 ❚ Ideal for 1-15 cell NiCds/NiMHs, 1-6S lithium packs and    
2-20V lead-acid batteries

 ❚ “Scan to Go” smartphone control via Bluetooth®

 ❚ Charge Master software

 ❚ 10-battery memory

 ❚ Built-in 10A DC power supply  

 ❚ Voice guide

 ❚ Terminal voltage control

 ❚ LiPo battery, battery voltage and internal resistance meters

 ❚ Two 4 mm banana plugs with XT connectors, two XH 
adapters, two receiver battery charging cables and       
alligator charge cable included

READY-TO-RUN 1/10 SCALE ELECTRIC 
4WD EVEREST GEN7 CRAWLERS

X2 AC PLUS BLACK EDITION AC/DC 
BALANCING CHARGER

Completely crafted to climb and crawl! 

A compact, user-friendly powerhouse

44270  HRCP4270
X2 AC Plus Black Edition 
AC/DC Balancing Charger

Length: 20.5 in (521 mm)
Width: 9.5 in (241 mm)
Height: 11 in (279.4 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.3-12.6 in (313-321 mm)

9588 RERC9588 1/10 Everest Gen7 PRO 4WD EP RTR Green
Also Available: 
9586 RERC9586 1/10 Everest Gen7 Sport 4WD EP RTR Orange
9587 RERC9587 1/10 Everest Gen7 PRO 4WD EP RTR Black
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1/25 BAJA BRONCO
Perfect for a desert drive

Off road, the Bronco rules. In the mid-sixties, the Bronco started rolling off the lines and 
Bill Stroppe Racing entered them into the Baja 500 and Mexican 1000 races. After big 
wins in both events, Ford started offering specially made Baja Broncos to select dealers 
in the early seventies. Kit features detailed V-8, separate frame, removable top, swing 
away spare tire, roll bar, back seat, lots of chrome plated parts, and soft black tires.

85-4436 RMXS4436 Total Parts: 137 Skill Level: 5 Length: 6.4 in (162mm)
Width: 2.8 in (71mm)

1/25 ‘85 OLDSMOBILE® 442™/FE3-X SHOW CAR
Feelin’ alive in 1985

In 1985, Bill Porter�eld, Oldsmobile® Future Systems and Technology Engineer, wanted to 
showcase Oldsmobile’s product performance. His goal was to “outhandle the Corvette®”. 
The main focus was on the suspension capabilities and aerodynamics of the FE3-X. The 
FE3-X was a featured car at all the major auto shows around the country, as well as in 
articles in the major automobile publications. Kit features full FE3-X aero body package, 
Tampo printed gold line wheels, choice of two wheel sets, chrome plated parts, and soft 
black tires.
85-4446 RMXS4446 Total Parts: 112 Skill Level: 5 Length: 7.8 in (198mm) 
Width: 3 in (76mm)

1/24 ZZ TOP ELIMINATOR
Go platinum!
In 1976, ZZ Top guitarist Billy F Gibbons commissioned Don Thelan’s Buffalo Motors hot 
rod shop to build The Eliminator. Based on a ‘33 Ford Coupe, it was street-ready in 1983. 
The car was featured on the cover of the band’s top selling album, “Eliminator”, that went 
multi-platinum with over 10 million in sales. Kit features detailed V-8 with unique ZZ Top 
valve covers and air cleaner plus chromed dual exhausts, 3-piece engine cover, chrome 
plated parts, and soft black tires.

85-4465 RMXS4465 Total Parts: 70 Skill Level: 4 Length: 6.8 in (171mm) 
Width: 2.9 in (73mm)

1/24 ‘80 JEEP® HONCHO “ICE PATROL”
So cool, it’s freezing!

The Jeep® pickup truck was based on the famous Jeep Wagoneer. It was initially referred 
to as the Jeep Gladiator and was in production from 1962 to 1988. The Jeep Honcho was 
a trim package offered on the base J-10 model. It was part of a series of special packages 
offered in the 1970s and 80s. Kit features multi-piece snowmobile, detailed V-8 engine, 
4-wheel drive system, pickup bed accessories including gas cans, tool box, and rollover 
bar with lights, plus chrome plated parts, and soft black tires.

85-7224 RMXS7224 Total Parts: 80 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8 in (203mm) 
Width: 3.8 in (97mm)

1/72 PZ.KPFW IV AUSF.F2 & 8T HALF TRACK 
A complete Krieg
Look out, Egypt! This set includes the incredible Panzer IV which conquered from the 
gates of Moscow to the English Channel and from Northern Norway to North Africa, the 
88mm Flak Gun that did so much more than shoot down aircraft, and an 8 ton Half Track to 
haul it. To command it all, there’s a �gure of Rommel–The Desert Fox–grudgingly admired 
by friend and foe alike for his wily near-conquest of Africa against incredible odds. This 
limited edition kit combo features three models and a metal Rommel �gure.

30046 (Limited Edition) HSGS0046 (Combo Set) Total Parts: 93 + 71 + 97 Skill Level: 3 

1/72 MESSERSCHMITT BF109G-6 “FINNISH AIR 
FORCE ACES” (2KITS)
Far over Finland
Fighter Squadron No. 34 faced off against the Soviet forces that had been pressing the 
borders of Finland since 1939. With an operational strength of just 16 Bf109s, the unit 
suffered 30 losses but managed to down 345 enemy aircraft. This tally was due in no 
small part to Ilmari Juutilainen, the top scoring pilot in Finnish aviation and to Hemmo 
Leino who achieved 11 aerial victories in his career. This limited edition kit combo 
features two Bf109G-6s with decals for Ilmari and Hemmo.

02259 (Limited Edition) HSGS0259 (2Kits) Total Parts: 48 x 2 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 4.9 in (124mm) Width: 5.2 in (132mm)

ESTT7266
Length: 21.6 in. (54.9 cm)
Diameter: 1.6 in. (42 mm)
Estimated Weight: 3 oz. (85 g)
Recommended Engines: D12-5 (First Launch), D12-7
Projected Max Altitude: 800 ft. (244 m)

It’s time to �y high with the big, 
powerful, and incredibly fun Red Nova!

Long story short...

ESTES RED NOVA™

Propel your passion
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1/72 SHINMEIWA SS-2 “RESCUE SEAPLANE”
Saviors of the seas

GPS, sonar, computerized control... it all counts for nothing in the face of the wrath of the 
Paci�c. When all the failsafes fail, the Shinmeiwa is there to save the day. These aircraft 
are massive quad-prop �ying boats that are capable of taking onboard up to twenty 
stranded mariners or 12 stretchers. It’s de�nitely the kind of thing you want to see when 
you’re lost on the sea. Kit features a JMSDF decal set.

02260 (Limited Edition) HSGS0260 Total Parts: 182 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 17.8 in (453mm) Width: 18 in (458mm)

1/72 MITSUBISHI F-2A “3SQ 60TH ANNIVERSARY”
Saviors of the seas

The Mitsubishi F-2A may not be the most famous �ghter around, but it is certainly one 
of the most impressive. The F-2 has the distinction of being the �rst military aircraft 
equipped with Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar. Its wing area is also 
25 percent larger than other �ghters in its class. These advantages make the F-2 a key 
element of the JASDF units tasked with defending Japan’s strategic airspace. This limited 
edition kit features a special marking for 3rd air wing, 3rd Squadron 60th anniversary 
special marking.

02261 (Limited Edition) HSGS0261 Total Parts: 128 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 8.2 in (209mm) Width: 6.1 in (156mm)

1/24 LAMBORGHINI MIURA P400 SV
Envy of everyone

Designed virtually in secret by Lamborghini engineers, the Miura was the perfect blend of 
on-road car and racecar. Its exquisite lines, great handling, and powerful V-12 engine put 
the competition to shame. There was simply nothing else to match it on the market in the 
seventies. Adding to its mystique is the rarity of the type–less than a thousand were built 
with only 150 of the P400 SV built. This limited edition kit features special markings for 
chassis number 5030.

20319 (Limited Edition) HSGS0319 Total Parts: 116 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.2 in (182mm) Width: 3 in (77mm)

1/24 BMW 318I
The last word in luxury

A standout model from the getgo, the BMW 318 is exceptionally luxurious, spacious, and 
had the superior drivability all BMW models boast. Sadly, the same features that make 
everybody want it are the features that keep its price out of our grasp. Luckily, there’s this 
1/24 scale version! Build your own BMW and don’t break the bank! This limited edition 
kit features highly detailed parts and full decals.

20320 (Limited Edition) HSGS0320 Total Parts: 83 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.3 in (186mm) Width: 2.8 in (75mm

1/24 JAGUAR XJ-S V12
Powerful performance

Jaguar is synonymous with performance and performance. That is nowhere more apparent 
than in the V12 powered XJ-S. This exceptionally long-nosed vehicle had an engine which 
turned the comparatively small car into nothing less than a rocket on wheels. Plus, in the 
stylistically starved seventies, it was one of the more exceptionally well modeled cars. 
A thoroughbred amongst plow horses. This limited edition kit features highly detailed 
parts and full decals.

20321 (Limited Edition) HSGS0321 Total Parts: 123 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.3 in (199mm) Width: 2.8 in (70mm)

1/24 BMW 2002 TURBO
2 liter turbo

It really doesn’t look like much, but beneath the standard 70’s euro-car exterior, there’s 
quite the engine. A turbocharged two liter engine delivered 170 horsepower straight to 
the tires. That much power meant this thing could �at �y. Sadly, practical consideration 
like fuel consumption, coupled with the 1973 oil crisis limited production of this powerful 
performer to less than 2,000 vehicles. Kit features new fender, rear seat, wheel, tail 
light, front grill, and tire parts.

21124 HSGS1124 Total Parts: 134 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.9 in (176mm) 
Width: 2.7 in (68mm)

1/700 JAPANESE NAVY LIGHT CRUISER TATSUTA
Taking on the world

Designed, essentially, as an enlarged destroyer. Tatsuta carried four 14cm guns, and a 
continuously �uctuating anti-aircraft armament. Tatsuta was used primarily as a transport 
and escort vessel during WWII. She ran supplies and men to the contested Islands of 
the Paci�c and sometimes brought back the shattered remnants of those forces when 
they were expelled. She was eventually sunk by Sand Lance–an American submarine–on 
March 13, 1944. Kit features photoetched parts, full hull, rudder, screw, and display 
stand plus two sets of decals.

43173 HSGS3173 Total Parts: 116 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.1 in (204.5mm)
Width: 0.9 in (22mm)

1/450 JMSDF DDH HYUGA HELICOPTER DESTROYER
An aircraft carrier by any other name
The largest ships built by Japan since the end of the Second World War, these “helicopter 
destroyers” are every bit as large as the aircraft carriers of other nations. Currently, they 
only operate rotary wing aircraft or tilt rotors. Hyuga herself, commissioned in 2009, 
hasnít seen any combat but did help with disaster relief after the 2011 earthquake in 
Japan and has been used to help keep a close eye on North Korea’s nuke program. Kit 
features detailed parts and full decals for DDH-181.

40154 HSGS4154 Total Parts: 192 Skill Level: 3 Length: 17.2 in (438mm) 
Width: 3.5 in (89mm)
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1/35 MECHATROWEGO NO.07 POWER ARM 
“PURPLE & PINK” (TWO KITS)
Shall WeGo?
Back in a new color with cool power arm parts, the MechatroWeGo is still the most 
incredible mechanical conveyance to hit the market since the bicycle. It’s perfect for 
getting your young one safely to and from school, soccer practice, the mall, and more! 
Pick up this set and get two WeGos to take anywhere. This limited edition kit combo 
features moving joints, boy and girl �gure parts, power arm parts, and more.

64754 (Limited Edition) HSGS4754 (Two Kits) Total Parts: 86 x 2 Skill Level: 3
Length: 3 in (76.5mm) Width: 2.7 in (68.5mm)

1/72 AREA-88 F-14A TOMCAT MICKY SCYMON
Arslan Ace

Kaoru Shintani’s action-packed manga, Area-88, debuted in 1979. It was an instant hit, 
exciting readers with the exploits of Shin Kazama, a mercenary �ghter pilot stationed at 
a top-secret air base called Area-88. One of Shin’s friends is American Mickey Simon 
(spelled “Micky Scymon” on the packaging), the base’s “number two” pilot, who �ies an 
F-14 Tomcat throughout much of the series. This limited edition kit features one marking 
option inspired by the popular Japanese anime and manga “Area-88”.

64755 (Limited Edition) HSGS4755 Total Parts: 195 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10.5 in (266mm) Width: 10.7 in (271mm)

1/1500 SPACE PIRATE BATTLESHIP ARCADIA
One ship against the galaxy

Captain Harlock pilots the Battleship Arcadia in �erce resistance to the encroachments 
of an alien race, the Mazone. His semi-sentient ship is one of the few hopes for survival 
humanity has left. Pulsar cannons bristle from the sleek green decks, prepared to turn 
warships into cosmic dust. Even without ever seeing the movies or mangas, this ship is a 
piece of lethal art deserving of a proud place in your display case. This limited edition kit 
features decals for the second ship version of Arcadia plus two bonus Space Wolf �ghters.

64756 HSGS4756 Total Parts: 147 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12.3 in (313mm) 
Width: 6.8 in (173mm)

1/72 KUGISHO P1Y1 GINGA TYPE 11
The twin-engine “Frances!”

Designed for low-level torpedo and night bomber attacks, the twin-engine, Yokosuka-
built P1Y Ginga began �ight trials in the summer of 1943. While initial versions were not 
deemed impressive by the Imperial Navy, the P1Y1-S, with its increased speed, Type 99 
cannons and Type 2 machine guns, was highly regarded and extensively used until the 
end of WWII. Kit features full decals and highly detailed parts.

51201 HSGS5101 Total Parts: 79 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.2 in (208mm) 
Width: 10.9 in (278mm)

1/72 MITSUBISHI G3M2/G3M3 TYPE 96
ATTACK BOMBER
Japan’s powerful high-altitude bomber.

The Mitsubishi G3M was introduced in 1935, as a result of a request from the Imperial 
Japanese Navy for a new heavy bomber. G3M2 models offered increased fuel capacity 
and more powerful engines, while G3M3s (built by Nakajima) were designed for long-
range �ight. This special reissue limited edition kit offers the choice of a G3M2 or a 
G3M3, bomb/torpedo parts.

51211 (Special Reissue) HSGS5111 Total Parts: 94 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 9 in (228.5mm) Width: 13.7 in (347mm)

1/72 F/A-18E/F SUPER HORNET (2 KITS)
Mashing the landscape

The Black Knights and the Argonauts both �y the F/A-18 Super Hornet from USS Nimitz, 
and it’s easy to see why. The F/A-18 is a thoroughly massive and destructive machine. 
Perfect for precision strikes with incredible amounts of ordnance. Nimitz is the pride of 
the Navy, a gigantic supercarrier capable of embarking multiple squadrons and taking 
them virtually anywhere in the world where there’s more than forty feet of water. This 
limited edition kit combo features two Super Hornets and decals for VFA-154 “Black 
Knights” and VFA-147 “Argonauts” aboard USS Nimitz.

52165 (Limited Edition) HSGS5265 (2Kits) Total Parts: 118 + 121 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10 in (255mm) Width: 7.2 in (184mm)

1/24 TOYOTA 2000GT 
What it’s all about

Japanese automakers weren’t always as renowned as they are today. In fact, their cars 
used to be seen as incredibly practical, but not very exciting. If you’re not excited about 
driving and the ladies don’t like it, what’s the point? So, Japan hit its stride with the 
2000GT. No longer could European automakers claim sole dominion over the sex symbol 
sportsters that plied the roads of the world. The 2000GT stole their thunder and Japanese 
automakers never gave it back. This limited edition kit features a detailed 2000GT with 
new girl �gure parts.

52166 HSGS5266 Total Parts: 90 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.9 in (175mm) 
Width: 0.6 in (67mm)

1/700 DESTROYER ASASHIO
Head of the class

Asashio, lead vessel of the Asashio class, was one of the exceptionally large, powerful 
destroyers laid down by the Japanese in the interwar period. It was equipped with six 
12.7cm guns but, like with many Japanese warships, its chief armament was Japan’s 
superior torpedo technology. Asashio fought at Midway, Guadalcanal, and other places 
before being sunk at the Battle of the Bismarck Sea. Kit features decals for Asashio as 
part of the 8th Destroyer Squadron in December, 1941.

49463 HSGS9463 Total Parts: 88 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.7 in (169mm) 
Width: 0.6 in (15mm)
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1/72 TORNADO IDS 60TH ANNIVERSARY 311 GV RSV
Superior smashing

With a payload of nearly 20,000 lbs, the Tornado IDS is a force to be reckoned with. 
Those munitions can be missiles, bombs, cluster munitions, or, yes, nukes... including up 
to four dial-a-yield B61s. Flying out of Pratica Di Mare, an air base southwest of Rome, 
the Tornados of the 311th Gruppo Volo were perfectly positioned to confront threats from 
virtually any direction. Kit features decals for the 60th anniversary of the airbase at 
Pratica Di Mare, 311 Gruppo Volo.

1403 ITAS1403 Total Parts: 96 Skill Level: 3 Length: 9.1 in (232mm) 
Width: 7.6 in (193mm)

1/72 FW 189 A-1/A-2
Eyes over the Eastern Front

If you’re going to execute a war across the vast spaces of the Russian Steppe, you’d 
best have a way of reconnoitering a wide area. Russian forces could be everywhere... or 
nowhere. The “Uhu” gave German commanders the eyes in the sky they needed to �nd the 
enemy and the way forward. It was an exceptionally interest aircraft just in appearance–
twin boom, twin engine, and with a greenhouse-style gondola for a three man crew. 
Build it as a standard A-1 or an A-2 with twin defensive machine gun emplacements. Kit 
features four decal sets.

1404 ITAS1404 Total Parts: 89 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.5 in (165mm) 
Width: 10 in (255mm)

1/48 SBD-5 DAUNTLESS
Slow but deadly

If results are a measure of quality, then the Dauntless dive bomber was the best aircraft 
of the Paci�c War. Their shining moment came at the Battle of Midway where their bombs 
ripped holes in �ight decks and aircraft elevators, detonated bombs and lit av-gas �res, 
destroyed rudder controls, and resulted in the destruction of four virtually irreplaceable 
carriers–two thirds of the total Japanese �eet carriers. The Dauntless went on to be 
replaced, but the hammer blow was already delivered. IJN forces never recovered. Kit 
features �ve sets of decals.

2673 ITAS2673 Total Parts: 120 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.2 in (209mm) 
Width: 10.4 in (263mm)

1/24 RENAULT R5 RALLY
Supermini!

Designed in the seventies and unleashed on the Monte Carlo Rally in 1978, the Renault 
R5 is a boxy, four-cylinder-powered masterpiece of economy. Its “Alpine” version 
(represented in this kit) was equipped with a larger, redesigned engine which delivered 
twice as much horsepower as the standard engine. Kit features decals for two versions.

3652 ITAS3652 Total Parts: 88 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.9 in (201mm)

1/24 VOLVO FH16 VIKING TRUCK
Odin would be proud

One of the most powerful trucks ever produced, the 16-cylinder-powered FH16 is capable 
of producing up to 700 horsepower. A whole herd of horses. More than enough to tow 
your longship back to the fjord. That powerful engine is laid out very wisely, increasing 
air�ow around the engine for–in true Norse fashion–extra power from the same effort. 
Make Odin’s one eye light up with delight, build this exceptionally powerful and smart 
truck! Kit features super decal sheet and rubber tires.

3931 ITAS3931 Total Parts: 254 Skill Level: 5 Length: 9.6 in (244mm)

1/56 WARGAME KING TIGER TANK
Battle�eld behemoth

Germany’s answer to losing tanks–build bigger tanks. The Tiger II or “King Tiger” weighed 
in at over seventy tons, had armor up to seven inches thick, and wielded an 88mm gun and 
a pair of MG34s. One on one and from the front, the most common Allied tanks didn’t have 
a prayer. Fortunately for the Allies, the Tiger II was mechanically unreliable. Large numbers 
of tanks would break down, especially early in the type’s deployment, before they reached 
the lines. Kit features photo-etched parts, tank driver, and four sets of decals.

15765 ITAS5765 Total Parts: 97 Skill Level: 2 Length: 7.2 in (184mm)

1/35 CARRO ARMATO L6/40 TANK
For the glory of Rome

The L6/40 was an exceptional light tank–great for scouting, knocking out thin-skinned 
vehicles, and routing infantry in the open. That was what it was designed for. As soon as 
the light tanks of other armies ran into other tanks, entrenched infantry, or anti-tank guns, 
they could call up medium tanks. The L6/40 couldn’t, because there simply weren’t many 
to call. Facing any sort of anti-tank weapon, the thin-skinned L6/40 suffered badly. Kit 
features photo etched parts, �gure, and �ve sets of decals.

6553 ITAS6553 Total Parts: 242 Skill Level: 3 Length: 4.3 in (108mm)

1/72 JS-2 FAST ASSEMBLY TANKS (2 KITS)
Fast, fun build

Mother Russia needs every machine she can put in the �eld! Assemble these quick-build 
JS-2s and take the �ght to the Fuhrer! With armor up to six inches thick, the JS-2 was 
considerably well defended, but its offense was really its best defense. The 122mm main 
gun mounted in the turret was one of the largest tank guns deployed in the war. Not only 
could it �re armor piercing rounds capable of dealing with the heaviest German tanks, 
it also lobbed shells carrying fully eight pounds of high explosive out to fairly extreme 
ranges. Kit combo features two quick-build tanks with full decals.

7502 ITAS7502 Total Parts: 11 x 2 Skill Level: 1 Length: 4.8 in (123mm)
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AMT 1/25 1972 Coca Cola Bobby Allison Monte Carlo
Satisfy your thirst for victory
In 1972 Bobby Allison, one of the all-time greats of stock car racing, paired-up with Coca-
Cola and Chevrolet to create one of racing history’s most memorable seasons. Bobby 
continued to �nish in the top ranks, winning on every major track from road courses 
to super speedways throughout his career. AMT introduces his beautiful red and gold 
number 12, Coca-Cola, Monte Carlo in all of its realistic detail. Now you can ride along 
with the thundering stockers of yesterday! We think youíll �nd it very... Refreshing! Kit 
features improved decals and vintage box art.

AMT1064/12 AMTS1064 Skill Level: 3

AMT 1/25 George Barris Fireball 500 Commemorative
Legend of the silver screen
George Barris was an automotive legend. He modi�ed cars when he was a teenager, 
opened his own shop after WWII, designed and modi�ed vehicles for movies and TV 
shows, and created some of the most memorable designs of Hollywood. One Barris 
original that’s slightly less known is his exquisite “Fireball 500”–a heavily modi�ed 
Plymouth ‘Cuda that made quite a show running moonshine in the �lm of the same name.

AMT1068/12 AMTS1068 

AMT 1/25 Cobra Racing Team Shelby Cobra/’53 Ford
Three kits in one
The sleek, fast, stylish Shelby Cobra was a standout on the street and at the track. Here, 
itís being towed on a lowboy trailer, headed to a swap, a show, or a race. Pulling the 
trailer is another classic standout–a 1953 Ford pickup with muscle and style to spare. 
Fans of classics can’t and shouldn’t pass this set up!

AMTS1073/06 AMTS1073 

AMT 1/25 2017 Chevy Camaro SS 1LE
Camaro means supremacy
The KATS at AMT have spiced up their Camaro SS tooling with parts that offer modelers 
the most exciting Camaro yet! This 1Le model delivers striking new wheels and a custom 
rear spoiler plus pre-detailed windows and taillights. Kit features parts molded in 
color, super detailed motor, chassis, and suspension, posable front wheels, pre-detailed 
window surrounds, and wheels and rear spoiler that are unique to the 1LE.

AMTS1074M/12 AMTS1074 

AMT® 1/25 1974 AMC Gremlin X
Ground Force One for two future American Presidents
With a name like Gremlin, this car should have been plagued by mechanical problems. 
Fortunately, the Gremlin was a reliable, fuel-ef�cient car that was liked by the public. 
It was even driven by both Bill Clinton and George W. Bush. The stock Gremlin wasn’t 
a performance car. Its 0-60 mph time was 12 seconds, but it was a cheap and ef�cient 
vehicle that was frequently modi�ed into a racer. Kit features stock or custom build 
options, pad-printed drag slicks, two sets of wheels, lots of option parts, full decals 
including the “X” model striping, and Retro Deluxe™ packaging.

AMT1077/12 AMTS1077

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Lightning Black
Warrior Build Fight
Build Fighters’ blackest battler!
Yuuma Kousaka built and pilots the Gundam Lightning Black Warrior to devastating effect 
in Gundam Build Fighters: Battlogue, a series of vignette-style battles that are as exciting 
as they are straightforward. This mecha de�nitely has the �repower for any job–long 
range. Missile pods, bazookas, and Vulcans are all just icing on the cake... the cake is 
the Black Long Mega Launcher. And, for once, the cake is not a lie. If you’re looking for 
the ultimate mecha beam weapon, well, you just found it. Kit features detailed snap-
together parts pre-molded in color.
221286 BANS1286 

Bandai Gundam 1/72 Star Wars A New Hope
Millennium Falcon
Made the Kessel Run in 12 Parsecs

“What a piece of junk!”–Luke Skywalker. Fortunately for the galaxy, Millennium Falcon 
is most assuredly not junk. Sure, it’s got some years and some problems with the hyper 
drive and a few stray alien bat creatures lurking in exhaust ports, but it’s most assuredly 
not junk. In fact, it’s arguably the single most recognizable space vehicle in the world.

216384 BANS6384 

Bandai Gundam 1/48 Unicorn Gundam Destroy Mode 
Bandai Mega
DESTROY ALL NEWTYPES
“Destroy Mode” gives non-newtype pilots a �ghting chance against newtype pilots. The 
suit expands as its “psyco-frame” activates and glows through the new splits in the suit’s 
armor. In this mode, the gundam accesses the pilot’s thoughts directly, allowing him or 
her to control it literally as quick as thought. However, no mind can for long withstand the 
stresses of “Destroy Mode” and the system will revert back after a few minutes to avoid 
overloading its most important “circuit”–the brain of the pilot. Kit features “Destroy 
Mode” Unicorn Gundam with detailed, snap-together parts molded in color.
216742 BANS6742 Total Parts:  Skill Level:  Length: 

Bandai Gundam 1/100 Wing Gundam Zero Endless 
Waltz BAN
Iconic Mech
Virtually everyone that has seen anything Gundam-related recognizes the Wing Gundam 
instantly. In the Gundam franchise, it’s the crown jewel. It can be the crown jewel of your 
collection, as well! This kit features the Wing Gundam Zero as it is seen in “Endless 
Waltz” it’s constructed of precision snap-together parts that are pre-molded in color.

216746 BANS6746 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Petit’Gguy Models
Two new burly bears!
Petit’Gguy comes in all shapes and sizes and all colors, but one thing never changes–
he’s cuuuuuuuuute! Pic up your “Surfacegrey” (BANS7845) or “Rustyorange” (BANS7844) 
Petit’Gguy today and take on the universe tomorrow! Both models come with a long-
handled sign so you can write fun notes and have your miniature mecha enforce the rules.

217844/217845 BANS7844/7845
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Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Local Type
(North American)
Slaughter made simple
The Gundam Local Type (North American Front) is a variant mecha from Gundam The 
Origin which is featured in the manga “CurCuruz Doan’s Island” which is currently being 
serialized in Gundam Ace. The unusual, extremely dark color scheme of this Gundam is 
fully realized through the use of stickers to represent the thin red lines of the manga 
mech. Kit features machine gun, shoulder cannon, and shield.

218428 BANS8428 

Bandai Gundam 1/1000 Space Battleship Yamato StarBlazer
Saving the world
For three seasons in the early eighties, “Star Blazers” sailed onto American television 
and blasted out a niche for dubbed Japanese anime in the North American market. In 77 
episodes spanning these three seasons, Yamato faces off against repeated threats to the 
continued existence of the planet. Not bad for a sunken wreck turned space ship!

219552 BANS9552 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Reversible Gundam Build Fighters
Transforming terror
Unlike most Gundams, the Reversible Gundam doesn’t have a pilot, per se. Instead, it’s 
loaded with an arti�cial intelligence unit that can duplicate the command characteristics of 
some of the most famous gundam pilots in the universe. The Reversible Gundam, as seen 
in the Gundam Build Fighters Battlogue video shorts, is based off the Reborns Gundam 
from Gundam 00. Kit features a transforming gimmick to recreate its creature like “Tank 
Mode.” Includes GN Beam Pistols, GN Dragon Claws which can move independently, and 
two GN Beam Sabers.

219759 BANS9759 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Ballistic Weapons Gundam 
Build Fighters
Go ballistic
Arm up your gundams with a host of new, devastating weapons and take the �ght to the 
stars. Why settle for stock weapons when you can upgrade, customize, and come out 
looking cooler than ever? This set includes a deployed and short version of the Beam 
Tomahawk, 3 funnels based on the HGUC Sazabi weapon loadout, bazooka, and small 
beam ri�e.

219760 BANS9760 

Moebius 1/6 Lost in Space Robot Dome Sets
See DANGER before it sees you!
DANGER! Without the appropriate Dome for your Lost in Space Robot, you may be in 
DANGER! DANGER of not looking as totally awesome as possible. For existing kits that 
need a replacement retro�t, pick up MOES0947. To get a complete replacement dome, 
pick up MOES0948.

947/948 MOES0947/8

MPC 1/25 1975 Datsun Pickup
Vintage in three versions
Not only does this kit have vintage package, Round 2 has made sure that it’s an original, 
1975 edition, vintage kit. Parts missing from the original kit have been retooled to deliver a 
kit that’s absolutely �awless. You can build it as a stock, custom, or off-road racing kit, just 
like the 1975 original. Kit features deep mags, super-wide tires, side-pipes with exhaust 
stacks, recreated original decal artwork, and Retro Deluxe vintage illustrated packaging.

MPC872/12 MPCS0872 Skill Level: 2

Tamiya 1/48 M1A2 Abrams
A heck of a tank
The M1A2 has a 120mm gun and when it points at you, it’s too late to run. Unless you can 
outrun depleted-uranium-tipped-armor-piercing-�n-stabilized-discarding-sabot, believe 
me you shouldn’t make it a habit. Its turbine engine produces 1,500 horsepower and 
drives the beast at 42 miles per hour. Plus, it’s got depleted Uranium reinforced armor 
protection that’s roughly 600mm thick in cross section. Add in three machine guns and 
you’ll have so much fun, the only question to ask is “where can I get one?” Kit features 
fully detailed model with driver �gure.

32592 TAMS2592 Skill Level: 2

Tamiya 1/12 Yamaha RZ Kits
Seventies sprinters
Introduced at the 1979 Tokyo Motor Show, both the RZ250 (TAMS4002) and RZ350 
(TAMS4004) were exceptionally agile motorcycles. Between its mono cross rear 
suspension, exceptionally smooth ride, and aggressively sporty styling, the RZ versions 
were able to challenge signi�cantly higher displacement cycles and win. Kits feature 
detailed decals, double cradle fame, vinyl tubing for cables, removable cowlings, and 
synthetic rubber tires.

14002/14004 TAMS4002/4004

Tamiya 1/24 Mercedes AMG GT3
Power to spare
With a 6.3 liter, 558 horsepower V8 engine under the hood, the Mercedes-AMG GT3 
race car has more performance on tap than it should be legal to put on the road. It’s a 
customer special sports car converted from the AMG GT road car by the Mercedes-AMG 
high performance division. And it features a carbon �ber body, a prominent grill, a large 
rear wing, canards, and more aerodynamic essentials. Kit features expertly detailed 
parts for supreme accuracy.

24345 TAMS4345 

Tamiya 1/35 Russian KV Tank Kits
Superior striking power
The KV or “Kliment Voroshilov” series of tanks were armored behemoths, dubbed the 
“Russischer Koloss” (The Russian Colossus) by German forces. They outgunned and 
had heavier armor than everything the Germans could �eld. KV-1 (TAMS5066) mounted 
a 76.2mm gun while KV-2 (TAMS5063) carried the oversized 152mm howitzer in an 
enormous turret. Both tanks, along with the T-34, presented an incredible shock to the 
German forces in Operation Barbarossa who were expecting to “kick the door in”. Both 
kits feature detailed pieces and extensive decals with Russian writing.

35063/35066 TAMS5063/5066
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DuneCraft Slime
Slime your way to something special

 ❚ “Galaxy Gunk” comes in cool colors for creating a new world (DUNX0862)
 ❚ “Metallic Mush” is silver and gold and super awesome (DUNX0865)
 ❚ “Unicorn Slime”—two sparkly pastel slimes in one (DUNX0866)
 ❚ “Magnetic Putty” is super attractive (DUNX0868)
 ❚ “Bouncing Building Putty” can sculpt, bounce, and smash (DUNX0869)
 ❚ “Solar Slime” changes colors in the sun (DUNX0870)
 ❚ “Shiny, Sparkling Slime” is glittery, glamorous goo (DUNX0871)

Tamiya 1/35 British Army Centurion MK.III Limited
All country is tank country
Centurions, sadly, missed the boat for WWII. They rolled into action just barely too late 
to help put the �nishing touches on the Third Reich. However, they were carried by the 
British Armed Forces to every corner of the globe and have participated in �ghts in Korea, 
India, the Middle East, and all over the world. As one of the �rst true Main Battle Tanks, 
its reputation is virtually spotless. Kit features realistic suspension and tracks, one 
�gure, and �ve marking options.

25412 TAMS6412 

Tamiya 1/35 German 8T Semi Track Sd.Kfz.7
Wehrmacht vehicle
This is a 1/35 scale assembly kit model. It recreates the sd.kfz.7, a successful German 
support vehicle from WWII. Highly mobile and versatile, it was used for tasks such as 
transportation of personnel and supplies, evacuation of damaged vehicles, and even 
hauling towed weapons such as the famed 88mm anti-aircraft gun. The front was equipped 
with leaf-sprung wheels, while the rear used tracks with torsion bar suspension. This 
provided a solid all-around mix of mobility. Kit features complete chassis, movable front 
suspension and wheels, choice of raised or lowered top, realistic tracks, eight �gures, 
and full decals.

35148 TAMS9148 

Model Power Smoke Fluid and Track cleaner 4 Oz.
Realism in a bottle

 ❚ 4 ounce �ip-cap bottle
 ❚ Perfect for all scale trains
 ❚ Only a few drops of Smoke Fluid needed for thick, realistic smoke!
 ❚ Keep tracks clear of dirt and debris with Track Cleaner
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NEWPRODUCT

EUROGRAPHICS
1000 PIECE PUZZLES
A MEMORY IN EVERY PIECE

ERGY0740 6010-0740 Vancouver 1000 pcs
ERGY0950 6000-0950 Ford F-Series Evo 1000 pcs
ERGY4366 6000-4366 Waterlilies 1000 pcs
ERGY5314 6000-5314 Tea Cups Collection 1000 pcs
ERGY5315 6000-5315 Plate Collection 1000 pcs
ERGY5316 6000-5316 Trad Mex Skull 1000 pcs
ERGY5317 6000-5317 Oil-Pap Umbrella 1000 pcs
ERGY5318 6010-5318 Holiday Seaside 1000 pcs
ERGY5327 6000-5327 State Birds 1000 pcs
ERGY5328 6000-5328 Birdhouses 1000 pcs
ERGY5330 6000-5330 Girl/Sheltie 1000 pcs
ERGY5331 6010-5331 Grandmas House 1000 pcs
ERGY5332 6000-5332 The Usual Gang 1000 pcs
ERGY5333 6000-5333 Snow Day 1000 pcs
ERGY5334	 6000-5334	T’is	The	Season	1000	pcs
ERGY5335 6000-5335 After School Fun 1000 pcs Long story short...

From the Experts:
A proven pastime, puzzles are perfect for long winter evenings 
building alone or with friends and family.

There’s a puzzle for every passion in the 
Eurographics lineup. Pick out your passion and 
piece it together!

Warm feelings abound when you build our whimsical, 
winter-themed puzzles like “Snow Day”, “The Usual 
Gang”,	“T’Is	The	Season”,	and	more!	ERGY5333

Explore other places and cultures right from your living room 
with “Oil Paper Umbrellas”, “Traditional Mexican Skulls”, 
“Vancouver”, “Holiday Seaside”, and more. ERGY5317

Elevate your hobby to Fine Art status with “Waterlilies”, 
“Little Girl & Her Sheltie”, and more. ERGY4366

12  MDPU0012
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